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A broad action program in Sweden 
to reduce work injuries and disorders 
among Swedish cleaners

Several subproject addressing:

* Management and work organization 

* Purchasing of cleaning services

* Education and training

* Disorder occurrence and relations to work

* Physical work loads in cleaning



Overview of physical workloads
in cleaning, based mainly on video
observations and interviews and
expressed in qualitative terms 
directly applicable in practical work

An other example of more specific
research issues from the project in
this session (Kumar et al.)



Methods
Participative video method VIDAR

(Kadefors & Forsman, 2000) 

Interviews with VIDAR subjects and
other cleaners in other sub-projects

Expert assessment of video recordings

OWAS analysis for frequency data

Biomechanical analysis of critical tasks



VIDAR (Kadefors & Forsman, 2000)

Subjects are filmed during ordinary
work for 30 - 60 min. 

Video is replayed immediately after 
the recording. The subject can stop 
the video and indicate strenuous tasks 
which are filed together with a still photo.



Video examples



Totally about 30 hours of video
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Results

The results contains numerous details
regarding equipment and work technique
which are not presented here

Only general observations regarding
established MSD risk factors are 
presented 



Work organization

* Trends of downsizing staff and increase
of cleaning areas

* Annual campaigns with more thorough
cleaning (“storstädning”) are often 
performed on top of daily routines 
with no extra staff.



Equipment and work technique

* Existing modern methods and equipment 
are too often not known or not applied





Equipment and work technique

* Modern methods and equipment are 
too often not known or not applied

* The whole cleaning sector needs a 
higher level of technological 
development of tools and methods



Repetitive work - mopping

* Performed during 35–40 % of total
time in ordinary cleaning work 

* Repetitive movements with lifted arms
and frequent wrist flexions/extensions



Repetitive work – wiping and dusting

* Performed during 25–35 % of total
time in ordinary cleaning work 

* Repetitive movements, often in awkward
body postures

* Mirrors and other glass or shiny surfaces 
increase the needs for wiping

* Some materials increase the force 
requirements



High force demands 

* Lifting and carrying heavy waste bags

* Manoeuvring of heavy cleaning wagons
in cramped spaces

* Moving furniture during cleaning



Architecture and interior design

Unnecessarily high loads are caused by

* choice of unsuitable fashion materials
in interior design

* architects not considering cleaning when 
designing new premises



…and one final really 
strenuous task…



Handling of duvet covers in hotels 



Conclusions

* Several strenuous tasks and situations
identified (many more than shown here)

* Improvement requires a large number of
measures of different kinds



PS

Most of the recommendations from 
the project will be found on a Swedish
website “Allt om städ” (in Swedish)
to be released in November, 2008.



Thank you for
your attention!




